Thermal UAS survey of reactivated hot spring activity in Waiwera, New Zealand
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Abstract. The utilization of geothermal reservoirs as alternative energy source is becoming increasingly important worldwide. Through close-range aerial photogrammetry realized by unmanned aircraft systems (UAS), this study investigates the surface expression of a leaking warm water reservoir in Waiwera, New Zealand, that has been known for many centuries but remained little explored. Due to overproduction during the 1960s and 1970s the reservoir has suffered significant pressure reduction, which resulted in the loss of artesian conditions and led to the desiccation of the hot springs in close succession. However, shortly after the recent shutdown of the primary user (Waiwera Thermal Resort & Spa) renewed artesian activity was reported by locals but no hot spring activity has been observed so far. Therefore, this study was carried out in October 2019 to assess the actual conditions of thermal activity in the area of the former hot springs. UAS with coupled thermal infrared cameras were used for thermal mapping and the obtained data show renewed activity of the hot springs on the beachfront of Waiwera. Faults and fractures were identified as important fluid pathways, as well as individual fluid conducting lithologies.

1 Introduction

Geothermal reservoirs are closely linked to the tectonic structure, porosity and permeability contrasts and may be altered by extrinsic processes, yet the details of surface manifestations are commonly difficult to monitor. By use of unmanned aircraft systems (UAS), the surface expression, morphology and temperature anomalies associated with geothermal activity can be monitored and accessed even in regions difficult to reach (James et al., 2020).

Waiwera is a small coastal village located on New Zealand’s North Island, about 40 km north of Auckland (Fig. 1) and was known for centuries by the Maori people for its natural hot springs, which originated from the geothermal aquifer below the village (Kühn and Stöfen, 2005). Due to overproduction during the 1960s and 1970s the reservoir has suffered significant pressure loss, which resulted in the aquifer no longer being artesian and led to the desiccation of the hot springs between 1975 and 1976 (Kühn and Altmannsberger, 2016; Kühn et al., 2016). The Waiwera Thermal Groundwater Allocation and Management Plan, which was adopted by the Auckland Council (former Auckland Regional Water Board – ARWB) in 1987 allowed the geothermal system to slowly recover but the production rates did not allow the return to artesian conditions or the reactivation of the hot springs (Kühn and Stöfen, 2005). However, shortly after the primary user (Waiwera Thermal Resort & Spa) shut down in 2018, locals have reported overflowing bores to the Auckland Council. This indicates a progressing recovery of the geothermal system including the return to artesian conditions. So far there have been no reports about renewed activity of the hot springs at the beachfront. Therefore, this study aims at the investigation of possible renewed hot springs activities. To characterize a reservoir, the knowledge of its rock properties (e.g., lithology, porosity and permeability), diagenetic alterations controlling not only porosity and permeability but also affecting mechanical properties, structural inventory as the fracture network, the heat transfer, and all resulting interactions are crucial (Becker et al.,...
2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Geological setting of the study area

The area of study includes the outcrops at the beachfront of Waipara and the cliff of the Waipara Hill Scenic Reserve (Fig. 1). Outcrops and cliffs feature turbidite sequences of the volcanic-rich flysch of the Miocene Waimakariri Group (Allen, 2004), which further represents the host rock of the geothermal aquifer below Waipara (ARWB, 1980; Kühn and Stöfen, 2005). The turbidite sequences mainly consist of compacted and cemented sandstones and siltstones of the Waimakariri Group. Below Waipara they reach a thickness of up to 425 m and are extensively folded, faulted and fractured. Unconsolidated alluvial and marine sands, silts and clays with a thickness of approximately 13 m, that form the sand spit on which Waipara was built overly the aquifer (ARWB, 1980). The recent model assumes that the thermal water enters the aquifer by rapidly rising through a north striking fault zone within the greywacke basement rock (Kühn and Schöne, 2017). However, the existence of this fault zone has not been proven since there is no direct evidence for its existence at the surface (ARWB, 1980).

2.2 Methods

To locate flow paths and possible outlet positions of thermal water infrared cameras were used. For the thermal UAS mapping a MAVIC 2 PRO drone by DJI was used, carrying a longwave thermal infrared thermal camera of the type Tau™ 2 by FLIR, with a 9 mm lens, a scene range calibrated from −25 to +135 °C (high gain), an accuracy of measurement of up to 2 K and a spectral window of 7.5–13.5 µm. The thermal camera was attached to a frame grabber ThermalCapture 2.0 (640) by TEAX Technology, set to record radiometric and geotagged images at 12 frames per second. Additional thermal pictures of the main structures within the cliff were taken using a handheld thermographic camera of the type VarioCAM® HD head 800 by InfraTec, with a 60 mm telephoto lens, a temperature range from −40 to 1200 °C, an accuracy of measurement of ±1.5 K, a thermal resolution of up to 0.03 K at 30 °C, a spectral window of 7.5–14 µm, and an IR-Pixel upgrade VarioCAM® HD to 2048 × 1536 IR-Pixel (3.1 megapixel). The thermal data used for analyses was carried out pre-dawn in the early morning of the coldest night (∼6 °C) to ensure the best possible contrast between the ambient temperature and possible heat signatures. The FLIR thermal data was preprocessed using the ThermoViewer software by TeAx Technology, to investigate and correct various object and environmental properties. These are mainly represented by the emissivity of the object, the distance to the object, solar reflection, viewing angle, and the presence of particles/gases/steam in the electromagnetic radiation path (Spampinato et al., 2011), which all need to be adjusted to the situation to improve the results (Ball and Pinkerton, 2006). A constant emissivity of 0.95 and a constant flight height of approximately 200 m were assumed in this study. The remaining environmental effects were defined in accord to the measured outside temperature, a transmissivity of 0.7, an environmental and path temperature of 8 °C, and a humidity of 50 %. Subsequently the color representation of the images was adjusted to allow further processing using the Structurefrom-Motion (SfM) workflow. For the SfM processing of the drone data the Agisoft PhotoScan Professional software by Agisoft® was used, to align the drone pictures and create tiled models of the area around Waipara. To process the pictures of the VarioCAM® HD head 800 the IRBIS® 3 software by InfraTec was used with a colour range conform to the rainbow colour range used with ThermoViewer.

To additionally derive structural fracture data from the area, traditional manual compass measurements and photogrammetry were applied. A PHANTOM 4 Advanced drone by DJI with a 12.4 MP camera was used to create a detailed 3D model to gain additional digital fracture data since the accessibility of the cliff area by hand was restricted. In this paper, we present some digitally derived fault and fracture data to add information regarding fluid paths derived from the thermal imaging analyses. Therefore, fault and fracture data are only given as strike orientations since the correct derivation of the dip angle on image data needs further manual verification which goes beyond the scope of the presented study results. Fractures and faults can be differentiated on the images due to observed changes in bedding along faults or dragged bedding into faults.

3 Results

3.1 Beachfront Waipara

The results of the thermal infrared mapping of the outcrops at the beachfront of Waipara show multiple outflows of geothermal water, which become visible during low tide.
Apparent outflow temperatures vary between approximately 15.7 to 33.3°C with an average apparent ground temperature of ~11°C and at an ambient temperature of ~8°C (Fig. 2). The warmest outflow with a maximum apparent temperature of 33.3°C is not of natural occurrence but represents a wastewater outlet, the pipes of which can be followed towards the west on the thermal map (Fig. 2). Other observed outflows show maximum apparent temperatures between 15.7 and 25.2°C (Fig. 2) and appear to mainly be located along (intersecting, W–E and NNW–SSE trending) faults and fractures. The low variety in temperature results in minor distortions of the thermal image, and thus, the fracture orientations derived from the thermal image appear to differ slightly from the manually and digitally measured orientations which are given above (cp. measured values in brackets above). In the south of this fracture zone the observed apparent temperature reaches 16.6°C (Fig. 2), while the apparent temperatures in the centre of the fracture zone appear to be slightly cooler with 15.7 and 15.9°C (Fig. 2). The north of the fracture zone shows the highest apparent temperatures with 16.7, 17.4, 18.2 and 19.6°C (Fig. 2). It is uncertain if the apparent temperature of 25.2°C, that was measured on the western beach margin (Fig. 2), is of natural occurrence. Field observations show, that the outflows along the fracture zone are geomorphologically separated from the wastewater outlet with 33.3°C, as well as the outflow of uncertain origin with 25.2°C. The warm (yellow) areas in the east of the thermal map represent the margins of the tidal seawater level during low tide (Fig. 2).

3.2 Waiwera Hill Scenic Reserve cliff

The thermal recordings of the Waiwera Hill Scenic Reserve cliff show apparent surface temperatures between 6 and 13°C at an ambient temperature of ~8°C. Apparent temperatures surpassing the average rock surface temperatures of 6 to 9°C indicate fluid (groundwater) presence at an approximate range from 10 to 13°C (in the following referred to as high apparent temperatures). Individual beds show great differences in temperature (Fig. 3). It is generally difficult to match the exact beds to the areas of high apparent temperature due to the resolution of the infrared pictures, the often very thin bed thicknesses and the (fine grained) debris on vast parts of the cliff surface, especially in the western part of the northwards facing cliff side (Fig. 3a). Cutouts of photographic pictures where therefore added to the infrared pictures for reference and to help distinguish individual beds. The cutouts have an 85% opacity that allows to identify beds while still being able to follow areas of high temperature. In Fig. 3a the cutouts show that in areas covered by debris, high apparent temperatures can mainly be observed within the bottom sections of protruding sandstone beds, which are
Figure 2. Thermal infrared mapping of the outcrops at the beachfront of Waiwera, showing occurrence of geothermal water with apparent temperatures between 15.7 and 33.3 °C (ambient temperature ~ 8 °C). The average apparent ground temperature is ~ 11 °C. The map shows a slight contortion in the northern part, which does not influence the area of interest, containing the outlets of geothermal water. Thermal image overlain on © Google Earth image.
Figure 3. Infrared picture of the western part of the northwards facing cliff side (a) and of the anticline at the southern end of the eastwards facing cliff side (b) with two 85% opaque cutouts of a photographic picture for reference. The infrared picture was taken at an ambient temperature of ~8°C and shows apparent surface temperatures between 6 and 13°C. Apparent rock surface temperatures range between 6 and 9°C while higher apparent temperatures between 10 and 13°C indicate fluid (groundwater) presence. Higher apparent temperatures are mostly observed in the bottom part of protruding sandstone beds (a) and are displayed along certain fractures (b). Individual beds show significant differences in temperatures.
free of debris. Additionally, high apparent temperatures can be observed vertically along minor fractures, while there is no thermal indication for faults in Fig. 3a. High apparent temperatures can further be observed throughout the anticline in Fig. 3b, especially along fractures and faults, which are traceable by the high apparent temperatures displayed along them and following them vertically throughout beds. Another area displaying high apparent temperatures throughout the anticline is represented by the sandstone beds in the lower section of the anticline that consists of thin beds varying in thicknesses of up to 10 cm (Fig. 3b). Within these sandstone beds, the high apparent temperatures appear not to be confined to the bottom section of the individual bed (as seen in Fig. 3a) but can be observed throughout the bed. However, due to the low thicknesses of the beds within this section of the anticline and the limited resolution of the infrared picture, these observations contain uncertainty. The upper section of the anticline contains a number of slightly protruding sandstone beds of greater thickness (∼ 10 to 30 cm) with interbedded, very thin sandstone and siltstone beds (∼ 1 to 5 cm) between them. High apparent temperatures within this section of the anticline are mainly confined to these interbedded, very thin beds (Fig. 3b). However, it is not possible to distinguish between individual sandstone and siltstone beds, since they are too thin. The thicker sandstone beds generally show lower apparent temperatures except for fractured sections (Fig. 3b).

4 Discussion and Conclusion

The UAS survey shows that the highest observed temperature results from a wastewater outlet (Fig. 2). The second warmest outlet with a maximum apparent temperature of 25.2 °C could be of natural origin or represent a possible leakage of one of the old and shut down bores. Undoubtedly, the observed thermal anomalies represented by apparent temperatures of 15.7 to 19.6 °C along the NNW–SSE striking fault zone and several W–E striking faults at the beachfront, indicate revived thermal activity. This is proven by their occurrence at locations which are geomorphologically detached from overflow sources and seawater contact during low tide, as well as by the fact that their observed temperatures being distinguishably higher than the measured ground surface temperature of ∼ 11 °C, the measured ambient temperature of ∼ 8 °C, which marks an exceptionally cold night for October at Waiwera (Worldweatheronline, 2020), the ambient groundwater temperature of ∼ 15 °C (Kühn and Stöfen, 2005) and the average seawater temperature of 15 °C for the start of October (Surf-forecast, 2020). As for the thermal observations of the Waiwera Hill Scenic Reserve cliff the fluid pathways marked by higher temperatures must represent groundwater pathways or pathways used by meteoric water, since the temperature displayed along them is too low for geothermal water and the elevation off the cliff is too high for seawater to intrude.

The thermal survey of the cliff and beachfront at Waiwera has led to the following observations: (1) Fluid migration mainly occurs vertically along faults and fractures, and horizontally in sandstone beds, while the siltstone beds act as a permeability barrier. (2) Horizontal fluid movement mainly occurs along the bottom section of the sandstone beds, and (3) renewed geothermal activity is present along certain (intersecting) faults and fractures at the beachfront, which proves that these structures are at least partly open for fluid flow.

However, there are a number of possible inaccuracies that need to be taken into account when working with thermal infrared cameras regarding the results of the recorded apparent temperatures. These include emissivity and surface roughness of the object, viewing angle, atmospheric effects, pathlength, solar reflection and solar heating, the presence of gas or aerosols, instrumental noise and aberrations, and thermal heterogeneity of the target at the sub-pixel scale. Significant underestimation of the actual thermodynamic temperature of the target is generally the result of these inaccuracies (Spampinato et al., 2011). All settings were chosen in a way to keep these uncertainties to a minimum in this study.

The results of the thermal survey show the importance of open faults and fractures as fluid pathways and confirm renewed activity of the hot springs at the beachfront with naturally discharging geothermal water of ∼ 15 to 20 °C along certain (intersecting) faults and fractures. Combining these results with the rock properties and fracture network characterization of the study area will provide the base for a reservoir model to improve the understanding of the Waiwera geothermal reservoir.
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